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In Paraíba, Northeastern Brazil, the sun and sea segment is the main responsible for the flow of visitors 
in the state, being the segment that receives the most government investments in planning and 
promotion, to the detriment of the interior regions that figure in the background. The main policy of 
Ministry of Tourism is the Tourism Regionalization Program, which aims to manage, structure and 
promote tourism in a decentralized manner, transferring the responsibility for its development to the 
tourist regions, thus opening up possibilities for the interiorization of the activity. The Paraibano 
Tourist Region is one of the few in the interior of the state that has a growing tourist movement and an 
organizational dynamism that makes it stand out from the rest. Thus, the question is: What are the 
determinants of interests that move between the order established by public policy and the horizontal 
relations, of a more organic nature, forged within the Region? Are there more or less strong indications 
that the actions guided by the Program and those implemented by the Regional Forum for Sustainable 
Tourism in Brejo have been contributing to the interiorization of tourism in Paraíba? That said, the 
main goal of this study is to investigate the performance of the Regional Forum for Sustainable Tourism 
of Brejo and its contributions to the process of interiorization of tourism in Paraíba. This is a descriptive 
and qualitative research that uses bibliographic and documentary data, as well as data collected in field 
visits. The reticular perspective was also used as a methodological resource. Data were analyzed and 
interpreted through the conceptual repertoire of the fields of Geography and Political Sociology for the 
understanding of local dynamics, guided by the verticality and horizontality imposed by public tourism 
policy in the Region. The conclusion reached is that the increase in tourism happens horizontally, that 
is, the most significant actions for regional tourism planning arise in the region, from the articulation 
of local actors, mainly through and around the Forum 
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1. Introduction 

Talking about the interiorization of tourism in 

Paraíba is referring to the activity in regions 

located beyond the waterfront; it is to consider a 

movement that is limited to a few municipalities in 

the interior of the state, which seek to integrate as 

a complementary product to sun and sea tourism, 

the main segment responsible for the flow of 

visitors in the state. Tourism on the coast is what 

receives the most investments in planning and 

promotion, on the other hand, the interior regions 

are historically in the background with regard to 

the application of public and private resources. 

Even so, in the second decade of the present 

century, there has been a significant improvement 

and growth in tourism supply and demand in 

specific regions of the interior of the state, 

especially in some cities in the micro-region of 

Brejo Paraibano, which corresponds to a transition 

area between Zona da Mata (waterfront) and 

Sertão.(Hinterland) Its natural characteristics − 

such as milder temperatures, morphological 

formation of mountain ranges and historical and 

cultural attributes − are configured as tourist 

attractions that give the region the possibility of 

consolidating other segments in the tourist activity 

in the state, in addition to sun and sea tourism. 

The dynamism presented by Brejo runs parallel to 

the Programa de Regionalização do Turismo (PRT) 

(Tourism Regionalization Program), which since 

2003 proclaims as its objective the tourism 

planning in a regionalized and decentralized way, 

transferring the responsibility for their own 

development to the tourist regions. From a policy 

perspective, the mandatory institutionalization of 

Instâncias de Governança Regional (IGR) 
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(Regional Governance Instances) and the 

effectiveness of the articulations that involve social 

actors in different spheres and levels, is what 

determines its success. In this case, the context in 

which this dynamism occurs in the Brejo Region 

invites investigation. After all, what are the 

determinants of interests and different rhythms of 

the flow of actions that move between the order 

established by public policy, and the horizontal 

relations provided by this same order, of a more 

organic nature, forged within the Region? 

This is the background where the main question of 

this work is outlined: Are there more or less strong 

indications that the actions guided by the PRT and 

implemented by the Fórum Regional Turístico 

Sustentável do Bejo (FRTSB) (Regional Forum for 

Sustainable Tourism of Brejo) have been 

contributing to the interiorization of tourism in 

Paraíba? That said, the main objective of this study 

is to investigate the performance of the FRTSB and 

its contributions to the process of interiorization of 

tourism in Paraíba. 

Next, the chapter presents a discussion on 

verticalities and horizontalities for a better 

understanding of the spatial dynamics imposed by 

public tourism policy in the region. After detailing 

the object of study and its historical trajectory, the 

chapter ends with a reticular analysis of the flow of 

articulations that imprint a different facet on 

tourism planning in the region. 

2. Theoretical Framework 

Verticalities and Horizontalities in Public Policies 

The words verticality and horizontality are 

commonly associated with geography. However, 

over time, other disciplines started to use these 

terms, according to different perspectives and 

purposes. In this work, the studies of the 

geographer Milton Santos (2001, 2006) are used as 

a theoretical basis for the understanding of such 

concepts, in order to later apply them to the studied 

reality. Thus, it will be possible to understand the 

relationships and effects built in the context of 

public policies from the verticals and 

horizontalities that affect the environment. 

Santos (2001, 2006) defines verticalities and 

horizontalities as arrangements or cutouts of the 

current geographic space, resulting from the 

globalization process, positioned in an overlapping 

and complementary way. In this direction, in the 

interpretation of Goulart et al. (2010, p. 397), 

verticalities and horizontalities are “the 

fragmentations of space, its functionalities and 

reordering of places in geographic continuities or 

not”. Each category has its particularities. 

Verticalities compose what Santos (2006, p. 192) 

calls “(...) constellations of discontinuous but 

interconnected points, which define a space of 

regulatory flows”. The points that form the space of 

flows do not follow a continuity because they are 

separated at different economic and spatial levels, 

far from each other, on scales ranging from local to 

global, but when interconnected, they ensure the 

global functioning of society and economy, that is, 

of the established order. 

Santos (2006) explains that local society exercises 

control over its technical aspects of work, while the 

political aspects of this work are determined at 

higher levels and far from the place where the 

macro-actors (macro companies and the State) who 

hold decision-making power operate about these 

dynamics. In these circumstances, it is observed 

“[...] a solidarity of the organizational type, that is, 

the relationships that maintain the aggregation 

and cooperation between the [local] agents result 

from an organization process [...]” (Santos, 2001, p. 

106) in which external agents are directly or 

indirectly responsible for ordering part of the work 

of local actors, who, in turn, become dependent on 

their regulation. Verticalities imply dependent and 

hierarchical relationships, in which directions 

follow from the top down. 

While in verticalities the flow points are far from 

each other, in horizontalities they are close and 

integrated. For Santos (2006, p. 192), 

horizontalities are “extensions formed by points 

that add seamlessly, as in the traditional definition 

of region”. Due to this continuity and contiguity, 

horizontalities consider the regional/local scale of 

things in which the actors and actions are local, 

close, integrated, and cooperated. Horizontalities 

imply lateral relationships, without hierarchies 

and dominations, consequently, without 

subordination. 

Horizontalities are the locus of a more limited 

cooperation, to the point that verticalities are the 

vehicle of a broader cooperation, both economically 

and politically, as well as geographically. In 

verticalities, the result is an organizational 

solidarity that implies a local ordering as a 

movement imposed by external agents. To the 

point that for horizontalities there is an organic 

solidarity, resulting from a local solidary 

integration based on the collective interest of the 

actors. Despite the different interests and rhythms, 

the integration between these different parts is 
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precisely what maintains the survival of each one 

and, consequently, of the whole (Santos, 2001). 

 Santos (2006) clarifies that horizontalities are 

both the place that receives orders from distant 

hegemonic actors, and the place where decisions 

taken locally and together are processed. This 

means that horizontalities are the product of 

decisions originating on the spot, but also of 

vertical orders. This explains the fact that 

verticalities and horizontalities occur in the same 

space and at the same time. 

The connection and fluidity in the space of 

horizontalized and verticalized flows are processed 

in a way that they can be perceived through the 

approach of networks, forming a reticular system. 

These networks act so much at the service of those 

actors who, from outside the area, determine the 

internal modalities of action in places, organizing 

the work of all other actors; as at the service of 

those actors who foster social cohesion in response 

to marginalization and exclusion and to the 

globalization process that often do not meet the 

development interests of a particular territory or 

region (Degrandi & Silveira, 2013; Karnopp, 2014). 

Based on all this, one has to think that all public 

policies elaborated by the central government and 

directed to a certain location are vertical, since they 

start from the top down, from the federal to the 

local level. But, even thought by the central 

government, these policies carry elements that 

determine horizontal practices, such as the 

articulation and participation of actors in the 

processes of formulation and implementation of 

government actions at the local level. The 

administrative decentralization undertaken by the 

Brazilian State starts to expose the forces that 

condition these processes and determine the role of 

actors in the conduct of national public policies, 

including in the context of public tourism policies. 

Public Tourism Policies And The Reticular Perspective 

Tourism, as it is a complex and dynamic 

phenomenon, which covers different sectors, 

causing impacts of opposite natures, awakens 

interests in governments, business, researchers 

and society in general. Therefore, naturally, 

tourism needs planning and specific policies for its 

better management. 

Public policies are guided by what governments 

decide to do or not do, that is, situations in which 

they assume a position of deliberate choice in view 

of the possibilities of acting and not acting, 

deciding and not deciding in spaces where the 

clashes around interests, preferences and ideas 

develop (Hall, 2011). Planning, on the other hand, 

is a process through which public policies are 

developed, aiming to implement strategies that 

enable tourism development in localities, based on 

legitimate interventions to affect behavior and 

practices within precise territorial limits 

(Rodrigues, 2014). However, the course of 

rethinking and establishing tourism as a 

development strategy is an arduous task, which is 

imposed not only and exclusively on the State, but 

on the entire tourism production chain and on 

society in general (Coriolano, 2006). 

From a historical perspective, Molina and 

Rodrigues (2001) note that the main motivation for 

tourism planning in Latin America, from the 1970s 

onwards, was concentrated on the potential 

benefits credited to tourism to attract investments, 

generate employment and income and promote 

economic growth, without considering the 

qualitative character of this growth. The planning, 

of an eminently technocratic and centralizing 

character, which oversees state actions to promote 

the sector, begins to be questioned due to its 

decontextualization in relation to the physical, 

economic, cultural and social aspects and the 

emergence of more participatory processes 

(Endres, 2002). 

In Brazil, from 1988 onwards, with the 

establishment of the Citizen Constitution, the roles 

to be played by the government in conducting its 

policies are reorganized. All governments and civil 

society are subject to a new logic and structure of 

action that focuses on participation (Cohen, 2003; 

Côrtes, 2005). It is at this moment that discussions 

on governance emerge within the Brazilian State, 

based on the scope of managerial public 

administration, in order to meet the policy 

objectives more efficiently, given the State's 

slowness in responding to public problems 

(Keinert, 2007; Secchi, 2009). 

The necessary administrative decentralization, 

combined with the growing desire for greater 

participation by civil society in decisions, allowed 

the opening of legitimate spaces in which they 

could act together, such as the public policies 

management councils (Carneiro, 2002; Draibe, 

1998). The emergence of this context established 

new relationships in response to the 

hierarchization of centralized decisions and 

stimulated the formation of networks, based on the 

decentralizing governance established since then 

(Mota & Bittencourt, 2019). 
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The network perspective comes into evidence as an 

innovative way of conducting policies and the 

search for partners by the government outside the 

State sphere becomes strategic for the realization 

of the decentralization imposed for/for the 

consolidation of Brazilian democracy (Lavalle et 

al., 2007; Martins, 1998). During this period, direct 

democracy was strengthened by the 

institutionalization of different spaces in which 

social actors interact and articulate, fostering 

participatory experiences, strengthened from 2003 

onwards by a more social public administration 

(Avritzer, 2009). 

In public tourism policies, established from the 

1990s onwards, networks are treated in a 

metaphorical and normative way under the notion 

of "partnerships", which ultimately supports the 

Programa Nacional de Municipalização do Turismo 

(PNMT) (National Program for the 

Municipalization of Tourism), launched in 1994 In 

the PRT, created in 2004, networks appear as a 

sine qua non for their implementation, as they 

establish new forms of articulation between 

various organizations of civil society and 

government (Endres, 2003) . In subsequent years 

and administrations, what is observed is the 

expansion of network governance structures as a 

mechanism for political participation, whether 

subjugated to the dictates of the market or more 

social demands (Lopes & Baldi, 2009; Lowndes & 

Skelcher, 1998). 

 The notion that networks structure and shape new 

perspectives of governance begins to be evidenced 

by public tourism policies and becomes the focus of 

studies to understand the dimension of the 

relations between the State and society and for the 

legitimacy and effectiveness of these spaces within 

the Brazilian context (Batin et al., 2020; Endres & 

Pakman, 2019). 

Studies in Brazil on how the State conducts public 

tourism policies are not recent, but scarce until the 

mid-2010s (Endres, 2010), and take breath from 

the contributions of Hall (2011) and González 

(2014) on the theme of tourism governance. Some 

theoretical-methodological perspectives are used to 

elucidate its dynamics and complexity for its 

establishment, which ultimately have as a strategy 

to improve collective decision-making processes, 

always focused on broad benefits (Coutinho & 

Nóbrega, 2019). 

Based on this perception, it is understood here that 

governance guides the institutionalization of 

networks and legitimizes the articulations between 

actors in spaces of participation formalized and 

endorsed by federal policies, as can be seen in the 

proposed implementation of the PRT. According to 

the Program 

Institutionalizing is the same as establishing, 

therefore, institutionalizing is the same as 

establishing. Instances are the different forms of 

organization that manage the Program in a tourist 

region. Governance concerns the act of governing, 

leading, governing. Therefore, the expression 

Institutionalization of Regional Governance 

Instances means to establish an organization to 

decide and lead the tourism development of a 

region (Ministério do Turismo [MTur], 2007, p. 14). 

Stimulating the institutionalization of the IGR 

means the formal establishment of an organization 

that can build pacts, share spaces for dialogue, 

make decisions and guide the tourism development 

of a region in a sustainable way (MTur, 2019). 

However, achieving this objective depends on how 

actors position themselves and articulate 

themselves in the networks of relationships they 

establish with each other. In this context, the 

reticular perspective has a contribution to make to 

this discussion, as it exposes the central actors and 

the patterns of relationships, vertical and 

horizontal, that drive public policy for tourism in 

Brejo and that encourage the internalization of 

tourism in Paraiba. 

3. Methodology 

This is a fundamentally qualitative − descriptive − 

research, whose main goal is to diagnose the 

problem in question through pre-analysis, 

exploration of the material and treatment of the 

data and information obtained, without necessarily 

presenting a solution to the problem, as is the case 

here in which case only a few relevant reflections 

are outlined. The collected material received 

qualitative treatment, that is, the data were 

analyzed and interpreted through the conceptual 

repertoire of the fields of Geography and Political 

Sociology, in order to build logical meanings to the 

facts related to the research problem pointed out. 

For this analysis, interviews and minutes of the 

Forum meetings were essential. 

The interviews were conducted between 2015 and 

2019, on different occasions. The first contact with 

the Regional Forum for Sustainable Tourism of 

Brejo, henceforth referred to as Forum, took place 

in 2015 in the city of Areia, at a meeting of 

"sensitization" of Secretaria de Estado de Turismo 

e Desenvolvimento Econômico (SETDE) (Secretary 

of State for Tourism and Economic Development) 
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on the PRT and the importance of the Governance 

Body. On that occasion, the president of the Forum 

and the executive manager of support to SETDE's 

government programs were interviewed about 

their vision of the progress of the PRT in Brejo, in 

light of the norms established by the PRT in 2013 

(MTur, 2013). 

In 2016, at SETDE's headquarters in João Pessoa, 

the executive manager was interviewed again, as 

well as, on a visit to the municipality of Solânea, 

the still president of the Forum. Also interviewed 

were the municipal secretaries of Areia and 

Bananeiras at the time, as well as two lodging 

entrepreneurs who still work in the region. The last 

interview was carried out in 2019 with the Forum's 

current secretary, in the municipality of Duas 

Estradas, and sought to retrieve new information 

about the work carried out since then. Throughout 

the text, not all informants are identified, only 

some lines were selected because they are 

illustrative for the analysis undertaken. 

These interviews were guided by a script and 

organized into thematic blocks in order to: (a) 

Identify actions designed and undertaken in the 

study area through the perception of actors 

involved in the local tourist activity on the 

importance of the PRT and its repercussions for the 

region; (b) Identify the actors involved with local 

actions, understand the relationships established 

between them and the forms of articulation of 

local/regional agents and/or with external agents; 

and finally, (c) analyze the advantages and 

difficulties faced by them in developing tourism in 

the interior of Paraíba. 

The choice of informants was based on the 

intention of identifying and comparing the vision of 

some organizations that participate in the Forum 

meetings regarding the local tourist activity, as 

well as understanding how these agents act in the 

region, whether articulated with each other or not, 

in order to try to point out where the political 

actions that contribute to the increase of tourism in 

the Turistic Region of the Brejo come from.  

Regarding the spheres of action in which these 

organizations are located, the classification 

proposed by Bresser-Pereira and Grau (1999) is 

used, namely: the state public sphere holds the 

power of the State and/or is subordinate to the 

State apparatus, also called “first sector”; the non-

state public sphere, also known as the "third 

sector" or "non-governmental organization", 

represent organizations that originated through 

the action of social movements aimed at the public 

interest, is non-profit, although governed by 

private law ; the corporate sphere is also non-profit, 

but is oriented towards defending the interests of a 

group or corporation, that is, the interests of 

market representatives. There is also the private 

sphere, which is oriented towards profit or private 

consumption, being represented by entrepreneurs. 

Table 1: Organizations Participating in the Forum Meetings Between 2009-2018, Divided Into Spheres of Action. 

STATE CIVIL SOCIETY ENTREPRENEURS 

State public sphere Corporate sphere Non-state public sphere Private sphere 

(9) BNB 

(5) Ass.de Artesãos e 

Costureiras (1) AJAC 

(12) Condomínio Águas da 

Serra 

(10) Bombeiros Guarabira (8) ATURA (2) AMAR (16) Engenho Baixo Verde 

(26) FUNESC (13) Cooperativa das Flores (3) ASSISTIC (17) Engenho Beatriz 

(34) P.M. de Alagoa 

Grande 

(14) Cooperativa de 

Bordadeiras (4) Ass. de Jovens Arte e Cultura  (18) Engenho Lagoa Verde 

(35) P.M. de Alagoa Nova (15) Cooperativa de Fruticultores (6) Ass. de Mulheres do eng (19) Engenho Mineiro 

(36) P.M. de Areia   (7) Associação IRRIGATERRA (20) Engenho Olho D'Água 

(37) P.M. de Bananeiras   (27) Grêmio Morenense (21) Engenho Serra Preta 

(38) P.M. de Belém   (54) SEBRAE (22) Engenho Triunfo 

(39) P.M. de Borborema    (23) Engenho Vitória 

(40) P.M. de Matinhas     (24) Engenho Volúpia 

(41) P.M. de Pilões     (28) Hotel Vale do Paraíso 

(42) P.M. de Pirpirituba     (29) IG Empresas 

(43) P.M. de Remígio     (30) Oficineiro do MDF 

(44) P.M. de Serraria     (31) Operadora Raízes Clube 

(45) P.M. de Solânea     (47) Pousada Rural Sítio Sabiá 

(46) PBTUR     (48) Pousada União 

(49) PRODETUR     (50) Restaurante Baião 

(55) SECULT     (51) Restaurante São João 

(56) SETDE     (52) Restaurante Vila Real 

      (53) Rota Turismo 
Notes. 1) PM = City Hall. 2) Numbers before names are codes for lattice analysis. Numbers 11, 25 and 33 were excluded for technical reasons.  

Source: Own elaboration (2021), inspired by Bresser-Pereira and Grau (1999, p. 16) and adapted to the Forum's reality in Paraíba. 
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Based on this classification, the actors 

representing the State and civil society, who relate 

to each other from the Forum, were divided as can 

be seen in Table 1.   

It should be noted that the organizations listed in 

Table 1 were those that were on the attendance 

lists and in the contents of the minutes of the 

meetings held between 2009 and 2018, which were 

provided by the then president of the Forum in 

2016 and complemented by the secretary of the 

Forum, in an interview in 2019. The content and 

the presence list of the analyzed minutes present 

the historical trajectory of the actions carried out 

within the Forum, however, not all meetings were 

registered and when registered, some did not 

contain the relation of the presence of the 

participants. This explains the time gaps following 

the meetings shown later by the sociogram in 

Figure 01 before 2009, between 2011 and 2014 and 

between 2016 and 2018. 

In an Excel spreadsheet, the dates of the meetings 

were entered in the columns and rows of all 

organizations, firstly sorted alphabetically and 

then enumerated. This strategy was used so that it 

was not necessary to include their names in full in 

the sociograms, making it difficult to visualize and 

analyze the network. This spreadsheet only shows 

the existence of a membership relationship of the 

actors in the meetings, without taking into account 

their attributes, which are coded in a separate 

spreadsheet.  

In sociograms (graphical representation that 

represents the structure of relationships in a group 

situation), attributes or characteristics can be 

visualized, which are represented by colors and 

shapes of nodes or points that connect the actors. 

The colors, chosen at random, represent the 

organizations' sphere of action, with red being 

chosen for the public-state sphere, blue for the 

corporate, green for the non-state public sphere 

and the color yellow for entrepreneurs. Table 1 

precisely shows the division of organizations by 

spheres of action and their respective colors. 

Another important attribute for the analysis is the 

scope of action, identified by the geometric shape of 

the node, so that the triangles are the local actors 

(organizations) with headquarters and operations 

in the region and the inverted triangles represent 

those that act at the state/national level, in 

addition to the region. 

After the proper coding, the spreadsheets were 

inserted into the Ucinet 6 for Windows software 

(Borgatti et al., 2002) and generated an incidence 

matrix, with the links between the actors and the 

events (two-mode) and from this, an adjacency 

matrix, with the links established between the 

actors (one-mode). Through statistical models, this 

last matrix allowed us to dimension the degree of 

centrality and intermediation of the actors in the 

network (Hanneman, 2001). Both matrices 

generated sociograms (Figure 1, 2 and 3) that 

graphically express the pattern of social relations 

between organizations that know and influence 

each other within the Forum. 

According to Marques (2000) there are three 

important aspects about the analysis of social 

networks in the field of social sciences. The first 

concerns an older and more widespread concept in 

the analysis of social networks, which is to consider 

it as a metaphor. In everyday language, the use of 

the notion of network is loaded from these 

metaphorical registers – the interweaving, 

circulation, topology – to designate the sets of 

individuals and the relationships they maintain 

with each other. The second, in a more normative 

tradition, observes social networks as a 

configuration of a set of entities that seek to 

achieve some goals. The third sees in social 

networks a method for describing and analyzing 

the patterns of relationship in the structure of 

organizations and individuals in society. It is in 

this last aspect that this study fits clearly, 

considering that it best goes to the essence of the 

observed phenomena. 

Thus, Social Network Analysis (ARS) is used as a 

methodological tool to support the chosen 

theoretical framework, which together were 

fundamental to build the historical trajectory of 

political actions in this space of participation for 

the interiorization of tourism in Paraíba. The 

patterns of relations between the actors can 

indicate the possibilities for the expansion or 

reduction of verticalities and horizontalities in the 

dynamics of politics and its consequences for the 

dynamization of regional tourism, which is 

precisely what we want to explain. In this sense, 

governance and the reticular perspective, 

understood as the order established and given by 

macro-actors, are independent variables of 

analysis that try to contribute to this explanation. 

In the scheduled meetings, in addition to the 

minutes, other documents were also collected, such 

as the final versions of the Statute and the Internal 

Regulations, official letters exchanged between the 

Forum and other organizations, invitations, 

reports, summons for meetings, individual files of 

the members and several isolated records of 
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activities and actions carried out. On the first visit, 

in addition to printed documents, a flash drive with 

most of these documents was also made available 

by the president at the time, which greatly 

contributed to the research. On the second visit, 

only printed documents were digitized, indicating 

a much lower number than those collected two 

years earlier. The precarious archiving of these 

may be a consequence of the absence of their own 

headquarters, which means that the elected 

secretaries carry with them a wealth of documents 

on the organizational life of the Forum, in addition 

to depending on the meager structures of the 

municipalities where they reside and seek support. 

Although available, not all documents could be 

included in the analysis as they lack basic 

information such as the dates of events, showing a 

pattern that sheds light on the way each 

administration conducts and administers the 

Forum. It was observed that the viable documents 

are grouped between the years 2009 to 2011, from 

2014 to 2016 and some from 2018 and from them it 

was possible to prepare Tables 1 and 2 that show, 

respectively, the Forum participants and their 

spheres of action and their transit as effective 

members of the Forum. 

The research techniques used were intended to 

develop convergent lines of investigation based on 

what Yin (2004) calls data triangulation, as various 

sources of evidence essentially provide several 

evaluations of the same phenomenon that 

corroborate the validity of the construct. In the 

analysis, it was decided to do a reflective reading, 

based on a dialogic movement between the 

theoretical input and the data obtained, so that it 

was possible to answer the main question that 

guides this study. 

4. Analysis and Discussion 

The Context of Tourism Policies in Paraíba 

In Paraíba, public tourism policies are undertaken 

by the Companhia de Desenvolvimento da Paraíba 

(Company for the Development of Paraíba) 

(CINEP), an autarchy linked to the SETDE, which 

aims to promote the development of the state, 

acting as a facilitator in the implementation of 

companies and projects. Examples are the 

construction of the Ronaldo Cunha Lima 

Convention Center (already partially built and in 

operation) and, more recently, at the end of 2020, 

the relaunch of the Cabo Branco Touristic Pole (a 

project that has been trying to be implemented in 

the state since the 1980s) to be endowed with large 

hotel and entertainment developments. This last 

initiative strongly demonstrates the maintenance 

of the logic of tourism megaproject policies that 

guided tourism policies in the 1980s around the 

world and that had a strong impact on coastal 

areas in the Northeast region of Brazil. 

Linked to SETDE is also the Executive Secretary 

for Tourism, which aims to conduct tourism 

planning in the state and this is done, at the 

moment, following the guidelines of the PRT, when 

trying to articulate the municipalities of Paraíba in 

Regions Tourism, sensitizing them to work 

together through IGR, as advocated in the 

ministerial proposal for Roteiros do Brasil started 

in 2003. Despite its importance for the operational 

function it represents, this Secretariat has no 

direct participation in strategic decisions for the 

development of tourism, leaving this role to CINEP 

and the Empresa Paraibana de Turismo 

(Paraibana Turism Company) (PBTUR), its 

subsidiaries (2014). 

PBTUR, a mixed economy company, which has the 

government as its only budgetary source, is the 

public responsible for the tourist promotion of the 

state and who, in fact, promotes initiatives aimed 

at the development of tourism, mainly through 

agreements with the Minitério do Turismo (MTur) 

(Ministry of Tourism) and the sector's professional 

associations (Endres, 2014). Its initiatives are 

almost entirely aimed at promoting tourism on the 

coast. 

From what has been exposed so far, we have the 

following picture: a region in the interior of the 

state that has been gaining notoriety in terms of 

tourist activity amid specific actions of a federal 

public policy – PRT – that opens up the possibility 

for the interiorization of tourism. However, this is 

implemented by a public body with low political 

capital and institutional capacity, in contrast to the 

strong investment in the waterfront headed by 

bodies with greater autonomy and power. 

Therefore, it is necessary to question the nature of 

this movement that has been taking place in the 

Turistic Region of the Brejo, in the midst of such an 

adverse context. 

In this context, adversity is also evident in the 

movement that the place demonstrates to establish 

in the face of political arrangements determined in 

higher instances and resulting from the 

globalization process that affects the tourist 

industry. In the case of the Northeast, the 

established order is translated into structuring 

public policies, designed and prescribed within the 

scope of supranational organizations to guide local 
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development. Included in this scope are national 

programs such as the megaproject policies in the 

1980s, the Programa de Desenvolvimento do 

Tutismo (PRODETUR) (Northeast Development 

Program) since 1992 and, more recently in 2008, 

the PRT Inductor Destinations Management 

Project, all with the clear objective of introduce and 

reproduce on the coast the type of touristification 

characteristic of coastal tourism centers in Europe 

(especially Spanish beaches) and in America, with 

the example of Cancun, Mexico. In this scenario, 

the coast ends up being the first investment option 

among public administrators and entrepreneurs. 

However, no matter how great the political forces 

for the concentration of investments on the coast, 

the possibilities for the development of other 

tourist segments in new regions, in addition to the 

waterfront, are beginning to be outlined. In the 

proposal of this rearrangement, the place takes on 

a prominent position, against hegemonic in that it 

seeks to reorganize its functionalities dictated by 

the established order, where the local society only 

exercises control over the technical aspects of work, 

while the political and the decision-making power 

of this work is determined in other instances, far 

from the place. In Brejo, what is observed is a 

counter-flow movement, which can define new 

dynamics based on actions that, even vertically 

oriented, arise from the interests and decisions of 

agents in the region itself. 

It is also worth highlighting here the role of 

institutional agents representing the state, non-

state, corporate and private spheres and the 

relationships they establish in the process of 

making policy. One of the basic precepts that 

governs these relationships is the articulated and 

networked action of these agents for the 

implementation of the policy and the achievement 

of its objectives, private and/or collective. The bet 

is the effectiveness of working together, which is 

measured by participation in the arenas opened by 

the adopted network governance structure, but 

which, in the end, only yields results when 

supported by relationships of trust between its 

members. The diversity and commitment of the 

actors in the flow of decisions is what can indicate 

the reasons for the dynamism and growth of 

tourism in the interior. 

The PRT and the Brejo Tourist Region 

The Tourism Regionalization Program – Roteiros 

do Brasil was launched in April 2004 in an 

environment of political changes initiated in 2003 

during the first term of the Inácio “Lula” da Silva 

Government (2003-2006) to replace the Programa 

Nacional de Municipalização do Turismo (PNMT) 

(National Program for the Municipalization of 

Tourism) (1994-2002) of the Fernando Henrique 

Cardoso are. Its implementation and results were 

relatively positive due to its pioneering spirit in 

terms of decentralizing actions and encouraging 

the participation of various interest groups in the 

sector's planning process (Brusadin, 2005). 

In addition, the PNMT was a structuring tourism 

policy that did not focus only on the coast, 

presenting itself as a first proposal for the 

interiorization of northeastern tourism. The 

difference, however, between both programs lies in 

the territorial approach. While the PNMT 

motivated the development of tourism planning in 

the municipalities, the PRT guides towards the 

structuring of tourist regions as a way to cover and 

integrate a greater number of municipalities. The 

change from the successful PNMT to the PRT 

replacement on these technical bases, however, 

does not mask the political issues of this decision, 

as tourism was the only sector of the new 

government's policies not to be supported by the 

principle of municipalization. 

The PRT aims to support the management, 

structuring and promotion of tourism in a 

regionalized and decentralized manner, directing 

the focus of public policies to tourist regions, so that 

they become responsible for their own development 

from the institutionalization of the IGRs. The 

premises of the territorial approach, integration 

and social participation, inclusion, sustainability, 

innovation and competitiveness (MTur, 2007; 

2013; 2019) are tested by studies such as those by 

Gomes and Silva (2017) in Rio de Janeira and by 

Silva and Fonseca (2018) and Virgínio and Ferreira 

(2013) in Rio Grande do Norte, in order to reflect 

on the prospects for the interiorization of tourist 

activity. 

The contours of the Tourist Regions are defined 

based on the fulfillment, by the municipalities, of 

the guidelines indicated by the program. In 

Paraíba, the articulations between city halls, 

businessmen and others interested in the activity 

for the definition of the first Tourist Region of the 

Brejo took place after a call from SETDE and MTur 

in 2004. As at that time, some managers had 

already moved municipal authorities and 

businessmen to prepare the route for the Caminhos 

do Frio (Paths of the Cold) it was agreed that the 

municipalities that would make up the region 

would be those that were already articulating for 

the planning of the event.  
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In the years that follow, new criteria are adopted 

to make the municipalities show commitment to 

play their role in the implementation of the PRT 

and, when met, are able to integrate a tourist 

region. The state government, after analysis, 

accepts or not the municipality's entry into the 

Regionalization Map released by the MTur, in 

principle, every two years. The Figure 1 shows the 

Tourist Map of Paraíba in 2019. 

Figure 1: Tourist Map of Paraíba, With Emphasis on Tourist 

Regions in 2019 

Source: www.pbtur.gov.br (2021). 

However, the criteria for the entry of 

municipalities in the region in the Forum and, 

consequently, in Paths of the Cold followed another 

logic of action, based directly on local articulations. 

Brejo's tourist products are cultural and 

gastronomic events that integrate several 

municipalities and that are conceived by the 

Thematic Chambers opened by the Forum, 

responsible for their planning. In June, the script 

for “Arraiá do Brejo” takes place, organized in an 

integrated manner, where each municipality 

invests in a different product. Bananeiras (37), for 

example, plays São João Pé de Serra, and Remígio 

(43) bets on the performance of square dance 

bands. There is a consensus among the 

municipalities that, separately, are not able to 

compete with the “Greatest São João in the World” 

event held by the municipality of Campina Grande, 

but understand that they benefit from it due to the 

tourist flow it generates. The regional cuisine 

motivated the creation of the Banana Tree 

Gastronomic Festival, which served as inspiration 

for the Festival Sounds and Flavours of Brejo 

Paraibano, which has been taking place since 2013. 

In addition to these, there are other events and 

actions carried out, albeit of a smaller proportion. 

The main attraction of the region is the Paths of 

the Cold, a route with great local and regional 

repercussion that gives visibility to the Brejo and 

the municipalities that participate in it. Its first 

edition took place in 2005, even before the creation 

of the IGR, in the city of Bananeiras and in 2020 it 

would have been in its fifteenth edition if it were 

not for the Sars-CoV-19 pandemic that forced the 

event to be postponed. The itinerary takes place 

between the months of July and August, when 

temperatures are milder in the Brejeiras 

mountains, where a city each week hosts the event. 

The proposal is to consume the culture in the cold 

mountains of Paraíba through musical, theatrical, 

dance, handicraft attractions, in addition to 

exploring the regional cuisine, the rich historical 

heritage and the mountain landscape. A broad 

program that includes urban and rural spaces in 

the region's municipalities, as can be seen, by way 

of example, in the event dissemination folder of 

Paths of the Cold (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Folder to Publicize the General Programming of Paths 

of the Cold (5th Edition, 2010)  

 
Source: www.paraibacriativa.com.br (2021). 

It should be noted that the entry and exit of 

municipalities on the route are defined by the 

Forum, which receives proposals from 

municipalities, whether or not members of the 

defined region. In the words of some interviewees, 

the inclusion of municipalities in Paths of the Cold 

has been conditioned to possible facilities for 

obtaining support and financial resources between 

them and with the state and federal government, 

development agencies and the like. The stimulus 

for the insertion of new municipalities belonging to 
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the Brejo Region to integrate Paths of the Cold, 

according to the President of the Forum, is an 

attempt to "join forces" to seek improvements in 

the infrastructure of goods and services, as well as 

other investments that foster and stimulate the 

interest and participation of the private sector in 

the development of tourism. In addition, the tourist 

potential of other municipalities that are not yet 

part of the event could make the overall program 

richer and more diversified. But, in general, only 

the municipality that manages to gather resources 

and participating companies participates in the 

event. For example, in 2010, six municipalities 

were included in the annual program. 

The first edition of Paths of the Cold took place in 

2005 in the city of Bananeiras, in the format of a 

seminar. Afterwards, the event gained shape and 

strength. In 2011, the Forum managed the first 

fundraising with the state government, through 

the Secretaria de Estado da Cultura (SECULT) 

(State Secretary for Culture) (55) for its realization, 

only possible by the legal formalization of the 

Forum in 2010. In 2013 Paths of the Cold now has 

nationally known artistic attractions, 

demonstrating better structuring, however, the 

crisis established in the country from 2014, and 

especially in 2015, resulted in the end of the 

resources provided by the state government and 

made the event become search for local artists. 

The return to the place, which at first seemed to be 

an obstacle to the visibility of the event, came to 

meet the still incipient experience tourism, now 

established as the main segment of the Brejo (de 

Oliveira, 2018; Nagabe, 2019). In this sense, the 

partnership with the Serviço Brasileiro de Apoio às 

Micro e Pequenas Empresas (SEBRAE) (Brazilian 

Micro and Small Business Support Service) (54) 

was important to mobilize local entrepreneurs, 

through training and consultancy, in order to 

qualify the enterprises to receive tourists 

throughout the year. 

In 2014, PBTUR carried out a single comparative 

study between the years 2011 to 2014 on the profile 

and habits of tourism demand in seven 

municipalities with an emphasis on support 

infrastructure, attractions, equipment and services 

directly associated with the activity (PBTUR, 

2014). Although the data are not current, nor are 

they particularly reliable, they show an increase in 

the flow of tourists in the region in the period. 

Unfortunately, there is no recent systematized 

data that can account for this movement, much less 

determine the economic and social advances that 

contribute to regional and sustainable 

development based on tourism. 

The Brejo Regional Sustainable Tourism Forum (FRTSB) 

In 2007, the MTur produced a collection of 

technical-guiding documents called “Tourism 

Notebooks”, with step-by-step instructions to guide 

the implementation of the program at the regional 

level and guide actors in achieving the objectives 

proposed by the Tourism Regionalization Program. 

The Operational Module 3 notebooks (MTur, 2007) 

indicates the main legal forms for the 

institutionalization of IGRs, such as Associations, 

Councils, Forums, Committees and Consortia, and 

aspects of their applicability, form of creation, 

representation, administrative process, procedures 

and routines. The Program also advises that 

preference should be given to taking advantage of 

already established participation spaces, such as 

the PRODETUR (49) and the Operational 

Technical Groups that already work within the 

limits of the Regions Touristic. 

The PRT encourages these spaces to incorporate 

regionalization activities into their attributions, in 

order to reconcile their strategies, when necessary 

and possible, and reinforces the well-known maxim 

that "I must keep in mind that, in order to produce 

results, the way in which a group organizes itself” 

(MTur, 2007, p. 17). This is what also reinforces the 

2019 document (MTur, 2019), that a model that can 

facilitate the institutional relationship between 

city halls and between them and the private sector 

must be adopted, including for the feasibility of 

financial transfers to the actions of the IGR. For 

this, it is recommended to carry out a technical 

analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of 

each legal form to suit the regional characteristics 

before choosing one of them. 

In the case of the Brejo Tourist Region, the 

constituted IGR is the FRTSB, defined as a civil 

society organization, with legal personality of 

private law and public interest, non-profit and 

economic. It was legally established in 2007, 

having as founding members a group of local 

entrepreneurs and the municipalities of Areia (36), 

Alagoa Grande (34), Alagoa Nova (35), Bananeiras 

(37), Pilões (41), Serraria (40) and Matinhas (44). 

In 2010 and 2011 the Bylaws and Internal 

Regulations were approved, respectively (FRTSB, 

2010; 2011). Its establishment opened up the 

possibilities for making agreements, establishing 

partnerships, preparing and submitting projects 

and raising funds, among other actions that allow 

the IGR and its members more autonomy to carry 

out regional tourism planning. 
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The Forum was chosen as a legal form because it is 

a broader, flexible and more comprehensive 

possibility of governance, which can act integrated 

with other forms of governance, such as local 

associations and cooperatives, in advising on the 

development process of regional tourism. The 

Forums are multiple and public spaces, where 

actors meet to discuss a given subject through 

thematic chambers, on the creation of agendas and 

discussion agendas, political, social, cultural and 

economic articulation, in order to propose and 

organize collective activities, without the ties of the 

legal structure of the others (MTur, 2019). 

The Forum's Internal Regulations define that any 

individual and legal entity of public and private 

law, of unblemished reputation, committed to its 

statutory objectives may be associated. The duties 

of the associates, founders and effective: 

1. Participate, as much as possible and according 

to your interests, in events and projects 

promoted by the FRTSB-PB (seminars, fairs, 

courses, lectures, solidarity actions, activities 

and social responsibility, etc.). 

2. Periodically provide the FRTSB-PB, on demand, 

with information about your company and the 

results achieved, to be used in a consolidated 

manner together with data from other member 

companies and thus obtain an overview of the 

economic and social advances that the 

Association's members have made are 

conquering. 

3. Communicate FRTSB-PB to the product and 

service lines it develops and or sells, the sales 

and marketing strategies it adopts to promote 

its business. 

4. Pay, on the established date and in accordance 

with the current table, the membership fee in 

accordance with its category and size, defined in 

article 31 and its paragraphs. 

5. Share with FRTSB-PB efforts to seek any kind 

of lost fund value and investment and 

promotion resources from government agencies 

and private institutions. (FRTSB, 2011, p. 2). 

 

Table 2 shows Forum members with voice and 

voting rights, in the three available years, and lists 

all actors, including partners and members, by 

sphere of action, as defined in Table 1 above. It was 

built from two minutes (2007 and 2011) that 

registered the founders and staff linked to the 

Forum, while the third column was assembled from 

a single document prepared in 2015 among those 

assigned. As of that year, no relationship was found 

that could be systematized and included in Table 2.  

 Table 2: Effective Members of the Forum with Voting and 

Voice Rights and Partners (Selected Years) 

Non-state public sphere   2007 2011 2015 

(1) Associação de Jovens Arte e Cultura - 

AJAC         
(2) Ass. de Moradores que Amam Areia - 

AMAR       

(3) ASSISTIC       

(4) Associação Cultural Agrícola de Jovens        

(6) Associação de Mulheres do Engenho       

(7) Associação Irrigaterra       

Casa do Turista de Bananeiras       

Diosece de Guarabira       

FACINART       

(27) Grêmio Morenense       

Ponto de Cultura de Bananeiras       

(54) SEBRAE       

Private sphere 2007 2011 2015 

Ateliê A Talha       

Balneário Furnas       

Brejotur - Agência de Viagens       

Cachaça Sabor da Terra       

Churrascaria e Cachaçaria Vila Real       

(12) Condomínio Águas da Serra       

(16) Engenho Baixa Verde       

(17) Engenho Beatriz       

Engenho Carro       

(18) Engenho Lagoa Verde       

(19) Engenho Mineiro       

(20) Engenho Olho D'Água       

(21) Engenho Serra Preta       

(22) Engenho Triunfo       

(23) Engenho Vitória       

(24) Engenho Volúpia       

Hotel Serra Golfe       

(28) Hotel Vale do Paraíso       

(29) IG Empresas       

Irmão em Trilha       

Private sphere 2007 2011 2015 

Kalangos do Brejo       

(30) Oficineiro do MDF       

(31) Operadora Raízes Clube       

Panificadora El-Shaday       

OPS  Produtora Cultural       

Pousada Aconcheg'art        

Pousada da Estação       

Pousada Luis Soares       

(47) Pousada Rural Sítio Sabiá       

(48) Pousada União       

Rancho Nova Vida       

(50) Restaurante Bianão       

Restaurante Pesque e Pague       

(51) Restaurante São João       

(52) Restaurante Vila Real       

(53) Rota Turismo       

Trajjeturs Turismo       
Note. The actors present in the table are all those who appear in the minutes 

(preceded by the number) and those identified in other Forum documents, with the 

exception of the minutes. Among all those mentioned, the table highlights in green 

only the effective members, defined by the Assembly, for a specific period. Source: 

Prepared by the author based on Forum documents (2021). 
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Regarding Table 2, it should be remembered that 

among the documents obtained after 2015 there 

were a good number of handwritten forms with 

registration of members, but they were not dated, 

but indicated that they were from different periods 

due to the different layout of the forms. Mostly, 

they registered the association of small enterprises 

such as bars, restaurants, producers of local 

events, tourist agencies, grocery stores and others 

located in several municipalities in the region, as 

well as liberal professionals who are not included 

in the table nor appear in the minutes. This group 

represents the majority of members who pay their 

contribution but do not participate in Forum 

meetings, at least not in those that have been 

registered. 

The data in Table 2, even with the limitations 

pointed out, show that the participation of the 

public sector is more stable, especially of the more 

active group that participates more in the editions 

of Paths of the Cold; that in the private sphere only 

the largest companies have more sensitive 

continuity while the small ones, even though they 

are the majority, appear and disappear, having 

sporadic participation in the meetings, which can 

be seen in the sociogram in Figure 3 later in the 

text. 

The discontinuity of the payment of the annuity is 

a factor that greatly influences the entry and/or 

exit of organizations and individuals as effective 

members of the Forum. The categories subject to 

membership are divided between city halls, 

associations, cultural groups, clubs/associations 

and individual entrepreneurs. With the exception 

of city halls that pay more, the annual fee is the 

same for the other categories. The issue of default 

is a recurrent theme at the meetings, as the annual 

fee is what sustains a large part of the Forum's 

expenses and activities. 

Many of the documents collected show the Forum's 

daily life in terms of accountability, defining 

planning and evaluation strategies, encouraging 

institutional strengthening actions and, 

relentlessly, seeking new members and partners 

such as public bodies, development and training 

agencies, companies, individual entrepreneurs and 

politicians, with the clear objective of obtaining 

resources and establishing partnerships. 

The movement of Forum members gives the IGR a 

different dynamic from the results of the studies 

carried out by Xavier et al. (2021) on the difficulties 

in conducting the Regional Tourism Forum of the 

Central Region, in Rio Grande do Sul, in 

generating mobilization and collective 

involvement. It also distances itself from the 

perception of Nóbrega and Figueiredo (2014) of the 

IGRs in western Pará, with emphasis on the 

Foretur/Tapajós, which does not satisfactorily 

address basic governance elements, such as the 

quantity and quality of established partnerships. 

In an opposite perspective to these results, the 

Forum of Brejo approaches the understanding that 

the choice of the forum as a legal form favors more 

dynamic, agile and less bureaucratic actions that 

give the opportunity and autonomy of its members 

to perform their roles (Costa & Carvalho, 2014). 

This situation leads to a reflection: what are the 

implications of this choice for the establishment 

and consolidation of network governance? What 

characteristics of networks do the Forums 

reinforce? Would other institutionalization 

modalities bring a different aspect to their conduct? 

How does the institution of the Forum contribute 

to facilitating synergy and the exchange of 

resources to decide and drive the growth of tourism 

in the region? Are there signs that the legal 

character affects the analysis of the effectiveness of 

participation in formally instituted spaces? So far, 

little is known whether the quality of participation 

(in)depends, in principle, on the structure and 

format of law chosen by the regional collective 

represented by the public, non-state public, 

corporate and private sectors, which are related 

through this policy. 

The studies carried out on the performance of IGRs 

in various formats of legal grouping, such as legally 

called Councils, Associations, Development 

Agencies, Forums and others, were not sufficiently 

systematized to be able to state whether the chosen 

legal modality affects the effectiveness of the 

spaces of participation, legitimized by the 

governance structure given by the PRT. 

Furthermore, converging with what the Program 

states, it is understood that "the 

institutionalization of the IGR, in fact, will occur 

when, in addition to complying with legal and 

institutional aspects, it will be known and 

recognized by the regional community, in 

particular by the actors that make up the Tourist 

Trade and by institutions that have relations with 

these representatives” (MTur, 2019, p. 9). This is 

the idea. 

Analysis of the Forum from the Reticular Perspective 

The Forum, even before its formalization as an IGR 

in 2007, had as its agenda to mobilize city halls, 

companies and other organizations interested in 

the development of tourism in the region to build 
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“partnerships” in the planning of Paths of the Cold. 

The theme of the meetings, preponderantly, 

revolves around the planning of the event and the 

demands for its realization. 

It is in this space of participation that the search 

and maintenance of partnerships and fundraising 

strategies are articulated with the tourism 

development entities that open up to these 

possibilities, whether in the planning of Paths of 

the Cold, or in the offer of training courses for local 

entrepreneurs, or for the improvement of 

infrastructure and promotion of the region. 

The first sociogram (Figure 3) shows the pattern of 

relationships established between organizations as 

a result of their presence in meetings − represented 

by black triangles with the respective dates of 

events − held by the Forum between the years 2009 

to 2018. These organizations are represented in the 

sociogram by the colored triangular nodes or 

connection points, the state public sphere being the 

red color, the non-state public sphere the green 

color, the corporatist blue and the entrepreneurs 

the yellow (in line with the colors assigned, for each 

sphere, in the Table 1). 

At the bottom of the network, one can see, between 

the meetings held in 2009 and 2013, the presence 

of some organizations representing the corporate 

sphere, which over the years disappeared from the 

meetings. The exception is the Associação de 

Turismo Rural e Cultural de Areia (Rural Tourism 

Association of Areia) (ATURA) (8), which despite 

appearing only at the meeting on May 2, 2018, 

begins to play an important role in the 

dynamization of the Forum, as measured by the 

analysis of other documents and by the speaks of 

some interviewees. Its creation in 2014 was 

stimulated by the consultancy provided by 

SEBRAE (54) to the Forum on associations in the 

municipality, which in previous years also 

contributed to the organization of various 

cooperatives (such as those formed by artisans, 

fruit growers, embroiderers and seamstresses) 

scattered around region and who once participated 

in the meetings. 

The role of the owner of Engenho Triunfo (22), the 

first to open the doors for visitation, inaugurating 

a new modality for local tourism was decisive for 

the mobilization of Areia's businessmen to organize 

themselves. The presence of representatives from 

the private sphere (plant owners, small businesses 

and individual micro-entrepreneurs) at the Forum 

is constant, considering that a large part of the 

board and founding partners come from this sphere 

of activity, who are often present, in different roles. 

An example is the case of ATURA (8) and Engenho 

Triunfo (22), Solânea City Hall (45) and IG 

Companies (29), actors who take turns 

representing private, public, and public sometimes 

the corporate. From the perspective of all these 

actors, the Forum is an alternative to be heard and 

attended to in demands for more investment in 

tourism in the region. 

At the top of the network are arranged the 

meetings held between 2014 and 2015, a period in 

which local and regional articulations made a 

difference in the organization and execution of the 

2015 edition of Paths of the Cold, which ended up 

contributing to a particular movement in region. 

Some members of the Forum, together, took the 

Figure 3: Sociogram of Membership (Two-Moden) of Actors Present at Forum Meetings Regional Sustainable Tourism of Brejo 

Between the Years 2009 To 2018 

 
Source: Prepared by the author (2021). 
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initiative to develop an alternative program, with 

fewer resources and based on creative experiences 

and the exchange of resources among the 

participants in the script. With this change − in the 

interviewees' understanding − a Tourist Region of 

the Brejo was created with which local people 

identified. 

The attitude towards the 2015 event, provoked by 

the reaction to the lack of resources from 

traditional sources in 2014, aroused strong feelings 

of belonging and identity, the strength of will and 

engagement among Forum members, as well as 

their understanding of the power of organization 

they have as members. This new awareness has 

been commonplace among participants in the 

Paths of Cold, at all levels, and in events ever since. 

This perception is reinforced by the pattern seen in 

the sociogram in Figure 4, in which the centrality 

of actors in the network is distributed in such a way 

that power is relatively shared. 

This sociogram in Figure 4 shows the actors that 

have greater centrality in the network, those that 

are more connected, which is shown through the 

size of the triangle it represents, the larger the 

figure, the greater its connectivity or centrality. 

The degree of centrality is an index of access to 

information and resources that circulate on the 

network and the opportunity to influence or be 

influenced within it (Hanneman, 2001; Molina, 

2006). The pattern observed shows a balance 

between the organizations that interact within the 

Forum. It is a network of low centrality, since 

control is widespread among group members, 

which favors a more equal distribution of 

opportunities and limits on the exchange of 

resources. The highlight are the larger private 

companies (the sugar mills) and the city halls of the 

municipalities most engaged in Paths of the Cold, 

without the sociogram revealing any 

preponderance of some of them. 

It should be noted that the presence of the 

Associação de Jovens Arte e Cultura (Association of 

Young Art and Culture) (AJAC) (1) and the Grêmio 

Morenense (27) in the central area of the network 

demonstrates an interesting movement on the role 

of organizations from the non-state public sphere 

in the Forum. The most plausible panorama for the 

presence of these organizations shows the 

relevance and representativeness of the Forum as 

a space for legitimate participation to give voice to 

those organizations that would otherwise be 

difficult to hear. The opportunity to be part of a 

group with other organizations from different 

spheres makes this governance structure approach 

what Batim, Fratucci and Trentin (2020) 

understand as an instrument of civil society's 

struggle for more participation and decision-

making power in the process on-site tourism 

planning. 

Figure 4: Sociogram of the Degree of Centrality of Actors in the Regional Forum Network of Sustainable Tourism of Brejo 

Between the Years 2009 To 2018 

 

Source:  Prepared by the author (2021). 
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The active participation of AJAC (1) and Grêmio 

Morenense (27) in the Forum is related to the 

demands of each one, but which largely reflect the 

national ills in the area. AJAC brings together 

young people, predominantly from the rural areas 

of the municipalities, with the objective of 

organizing themselves to discuss the demands for 

employment and better quality of life. In tourism 

there are the hopes of many of them, stimulated in 

training courses offered by educational institutions 

and training agencies and seduced by the discourse 

about the benefits that the activity brings. It is the 

opportunity to integrate and establish contacts 

with other organizations, especially those in the 

private sphere. 

Grêmio Morenense is a centenary literary-

recreational entity, officially founded in 1924 and 

has a relevant role in the socioeconomic and 

historical context of the region and which, over the 

decades, has suffered from neglect of the local 

historical heritage. Since 2002 its headquarters is 

entitled Cultural Heritage of Solânea, which 

favored its reopening in 2005 and its inclusion in 

the Forum in 2007 as a founding member. The 

presence of Grêmio at the Forum is an opportunity 

to assert the maxim that tourism can contribute to 

the appreciation of the historical and cultural 

heritage of the Brejo and, in particular, that of its 

host city of Solânea. 

Both AJAC and Grêmio Morenense are founding 

members of the Forum with the right to voice and 

vote, and their high attendance at meetings 

explains a good part of why they are central to the 

network. Now, the extent to which these demands 

are met by the flow of information and resources 

exchanged on the network is something else. The 

inferences made so far, and which give content to 

the network, are supported by the story told by the 

minutes and the practical result for these specific 

demands, only other theoretical-methodological 

approaches could account for meeting these 

demands. 

The sociogram in Figure 5 shows the degree of 

intermediation of actors in the network, which 

indicates how often an actor is on the shortest path 

to connect two others that do not have direct 

relationships and do not even know each other. In 

the central part of the network thus elaborated, the 

main actors are placed in an intermediation 

position, that is, in an advantageous position since 

it is through them that the greatest amount of 

information and resources pass through. This is 

where the city halls and the central role in 

mobilizing the information and resources they 

have can be found, with special emphasis on the 

Municipality of Bananeiras (37), and with little 

less intensity, for the city halls of Alagoa Grande 

(45), Areia (36), Pilões (41), Solânea (45), but all of 

these have a leading role in the Paths of the Cold 

project. 

The pattern observed in the sociogram (Figure 5) 

shows the power of intermediation that the 

Figure 5: Sociogram of the Degree of Intermediation of Actors in the Regional Forum Network of Sustainable Tourism of Brejo 

Between the Years 2009 To 2018 

 
Source: Prepared by the author (2021). 
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Municipality of Bananeiras (37) has over other 

members of the same network, but who do not 

know each other, which gives the municipality 

advantages in terms of articulation to achieve its 

goals, as it is the fastest way to connect and 

mediate the flow of information and network 

resources. 

The importance of Bananeira is justified by the 

uniqueness of the municipal government in 

investing in tourism in the early 2000s, serving as 

an example and inspiration for other 

municipalities in the region to also invest in the 

sector. What drives the city's economy is the 

second-home tourism segment, under the face of 

closed condominiums, which extend over large 

rural areas of the city, bringing their benefits and 

harms, depending on which side you look at. But 

that's another matter. 

Horizontalities and Verticalities in the Dynamics of the 
Forum 

Of the tourist regions of Paraíba located beyond the 

waterfront, the Region of Brejo Paraíba is the one 

that has shown the greatest prominence. Its rich 

tourist potential contributes, without a shadow of 

a doubt, but that's not all. The regional agents 

involved in the activity, articulated through and 

around the Forum, have been working in this 

direction. 

The constant presence of the same municipalities 

in the Forum (Table 02) gives them greater power 

of intermediation over the actors in the network. 

This pattern reinforces the perception of 

governance as “a State instrument to maintain its 

power under the aegis of valuing the place and 

community participation in decision-making” 

(Batim et al., 2020, p. 48). This also makes the 

Forum a subterfuge for maintaining its own 

interests and, consequently, it is subject to the 

convening power and operating rules of municipal 

governments (Burity, 2005). 

Thus, in an attempt to make spaces for 

participation more efficient, the articulatory 

practice of training in networks is rewritten in 

terms of a collaborative relationship with the State, 

established by an organizational solidarity that 

leads the place to the rules of the established order. 

By organizing the processes, structured by the 

assumptions of network governance, the policy 

directs, through vertical flows, the guidelines for 

conducting national policies in the region. This is 

how the PRT must be understood, with the 

specificity, in Paraíba, of not having the SETDE 

(56) as an intermediation point between the 

municipalities, because despite its institutional 

power as the one attributed to it by the program, 

within the scope regional practically disappears in 

the transit of the effective articulations. The 

opportunities for participation opened up by 

verticalities give rise to practices and actions 

supported by a network of organic solidarity and 

collaboration, which meets the needs of the region, 

such as those described so far. 

The network, as a space for debate and the search 

for consensus, also measures the limits defined by 

the competition between actors for more resources 

and more space. Converging with what Carvalho 

(2019) concluded in an analysis of the problems 

that occur in the Governance Instance in 

Maranhão, what is seen in the Forum are 

misunderstandings between members motivated 

by distrust and disagreement about the role played 

by each one in the elaboration of actions of the 

Paths of the Cold. It is noticed the resistance of 

some members to share resources when it comes to 

accepting the inclusion of new municipalities in the 

Cultural Route of a close schedule, even if these 

formally integrate the Tourist Region of Brejo and 

the Forum. 

The case of the municipality of Solânea (45) is an 

example, as, despite being associated with the IGR 

since 2010, it was only in 2014 that it was able to 

actually join Paths of the Cold. In 2011, the city 

halls participating in the event refused to share 

with Solânea the few resources granted by the 

state government to finance the cultural itinerary. 

Solânea would enter only under the condition of 

spending a certain amount to invest in its 

programming. However, the municipal manager at 

the time did not accept this condition, which led to 

a postponement of the municipality's entry into the 

itinerary. Despite this fact indicating/reflecting the 

influence of governmental discontinuity in policy 

management, this has not been reflected in the 

actions of the Forum considering the frequency of 

city halls in this space of participation. 

The context of the dispute over financial resources 

is a reflection of their limitation, not only for Paths 

of the Cold, but for the maintenance of the Forum 

itself. The lack of own resources also undermines 

the possibility of hiring consultants that can 

develop projects that meet the requirements of the 

MTur public calls, which could help to consolidate 

regional tourism. This financial restriction is offset 

by the availability of others such as information, 

knowledge, skills, support, among other non-

monetized resources. Even so, the search for other 
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sources of funds is an ongoing work of the Board, 

recorded by official letters and notices of meetings. 

The historical trajectory of this IGR, which begins 

in 2005, with the first articulations for the 

realization of Paths of the Cold, shows the 

implementation of policies created in the Region 

itself, where the actors are articulated to 

undertake in a regionalized manner. In other 

words, horizontal forces are decisive in the tourism 

planning process in the Brejo Region, fulfilling the 

PRT's proposal to transfer to them the conduct of 

their own development. Considering this, based on 

the governance elements indicated by Nóbrega and 

Figueiredo (2014), the Forum do Brejo presents 

itself as a dynamic space for articulation and a 

positive experience of participation. 

5. Final Considerations 

The PRT is a state policy that, as stated, aims to 

plan tourism in the country in a regionalized and 

decentralized manner, and does so by transferring 

responsibility for its development to tourist 

regions. In Brejo da Paraíba, the definition of the 

Tourist Region took place in 2004 by the 

municipalities' compliance with the call of the PRT, 

starting a trajectory that was established in 2007 

by the institutionalization of the Regional Forum 

for Sustainable Tourism of Brejo. Since then, the 

articulations between actors (state public, non-

state public, corporate and private) involved in the 

activity have been maintained based on their 

participation in the regional tourism planning 

process. 

The main result of these articulations are events in 

the form of integrated itineraries such as Paths of 

the Cold, which in turn provides visibility to the 

region, arouses interest in new agents and in more 

municipalities and generates tourist flow. 

Therefore, a consolidated Tourist Region is less 

dependent on agents and forces external to the 

place, where actions generated by local actors 

predominate. 

It is understood that the policy formulated by the 

macro-actors, in this case essentially represented 

by the State, in conditioning tourism planning at 

regional and local levels, takes place from an 

organizational solidarity established in a vertical, 

top-down manner, which defines the actions. This 

direction conditions the idealized structure of 

network governance, which makes room for the 

mobilization and empowerment of regional agents 

in carrying out these actions. In line with these 

guidelines, the Tourist Region of Brejo Paraíba and 

its Regional Governance Instance, by showing 

themselves more active than any other region, 

managed to execute and give visibility to the Paths 

of the Cold project, which was highly successful 

and repercussion. 

The reticular approach has allowed us to deepen 

our knowledge of the network of relationships 

established between the various actors in the 

Forum. The first sociogram shows the dynamics of 

the actors and their presence at the meetings and 

provides an overview of their distribution in the 

network, by spheres of action, with the most 

frequent being those located in the central area of 

the network. The following sociogram shows the 

actors with the greatest centrality in the network, 

that is, those most connected. Thus, for example, 

the prominence of the cachaça plantations and the 

city halls of the municipalities with the greatest 

commitment is confirmed. Finally, the third and 

last sociogram indicates the actors who are in an 

intermediary position, with greater or lesser 

intensity. Highlight for the position of the 

Municipality of Bananeiras, as well as with a lot, 

but less intensity, of the city halls of Alagoa 

Grande, Areia, Pilões and Solânea, precisely those 

that play a major role in the Paths of the Cold 

project. This approach, together with field 

observations, allowed a better understanding of the 

object of study. 

For all of the above, it can be concluded that the 

increase in tourism in the Brejo Tourist Region is 

the result, at least to a large extent, of a flow of 

horizontal actions, based on an organic solidarity 

resulting from the articulation between Forum 

members supported by municipal agencies that 

manage tourism, sometimes by the participation 

and performance of private and third sector agents. 

The most significant actions for regional tourism 

planning have been designed and managed within 

the region by these actors, in a more autonomous 

way. 

To the question of whether there are more or less 

strong indications that the political actions 

articulated within the scope of the Forum have 

been contributing to the interiorization of tourism 

in Paraíba, the answer is clearly yes. The tourist 

phenomenon finally surpassed the waterfront and 

reached the Brejo region of Paraíba. Thus, it is 

possible to talk about the interiorization of tourism 

in Paraíba from this Region. Now, to what extent 

the activity influences and what it means for 

regional development is a question to be answered 

in future research. 
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Abstract
In Paraíba, Northeastern Brazil, the sun and sea segment is the main responsible for the flow of visitors in the state, being the segment that receives 
the most government investments in planning and promotion, to the detriment of the interior regions that figure in the background. The main policy 
of Ministry of Tourism is the Tourism Regionalization Program, which aims to manage, structure and promote tourism in a decentralized manner, 
transferring the responsibility for its development to the tourist regions, thus opening up possibilities for the interiorization of the activity. The 
Paraibano Tourist Region is one of the few in the interior of the state that has a growing tourist movement and an organizational dynamism that 
makes it stand out from the rest. Thus, the question is: What are the determinants of interests that move between the order established by public 
policy and the horizontal relations, of a more organic nature, forged within the Region? Are there more or less strong indications that the actions 
guided by the Program and those implemented by the Regional Forum for Sustainable Tourism in Brejo have been contributing to the interiorization 
of tourism in Paraíba? That said, the main goal of this study is to investigate the performance of the Regional Forum for Sustainable Tourism of Brejo 
and its contributions to the process of interiorization of tourism in Paraíba. This is a descriptive and qualitative research that uses bibliographic and 
documentary data, as well as data collected in field visits. The reticular perspective was also used as a methodological resource. Data were analyzed 
and interpreted through the conceptual repertoire of the fields of Geography and Political Sociology for the understanding of local dynamics, guided 
by the verticality and horizontality imposed by public tourism policy in the Region. The conclusion reached is that the increase in tourism happens
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